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For Immediate Release
AEgis Technologies provides Integrated Air and Missile Defense Project Office Critical
Technology Protection Support
Huntsville, Alabama, November 4, 2009 – The US Army Integrated Air and Missile Defense (IAMD)
Project Office has retained AEgis Technologies to provide program protection planning support. The
support includes developing a program protection team charter, conducting critical technology/critical
program information assessments, and completing an Interim Program Protection Plan.
Upon receiving the Multi‐Discipline Counterintelligence Threat Assessment (MDCTA) from the Army
Counterintelligence Center, AEgis will complete a vulnerability analysis and identify countermeasures.
AEgis’ staff of Systems Security Engineer’s and Program Protection Planning Experts have provided
continuous support to the Government in identifying CT/CPI and program protection planning to
prevent unofficial disclosure of CT/CPI that could significantly impact weapon systems combat
effectiveness.
“AEgis Technologies’ support to the IAMD Project Office in provision of expert analysis of technologies
within the IAMD systems and in identification of those critical technologies and program information
that require protection will mitigate the risk of exploitation of CT/CPI and ensure the operational
effectiveness of the IAMD system through proper risk management strategies. AEgis Technologies is
excited to be utilizing our expertise to contend with the broad issues Technology Protection presents,”
said Chuck Vaughan, Technology Protection Program Manager.
AEgis Technologies provides Subject Matter Expertise in Critical Technology Identification and Protection
Planning and has extensive experience with DoD guidance governing critical technology and program
information protection. Utilizing a layered approach to program protection, AEgis Technologies offers
CT/CPI solution to the Department of Defense Systems Acquisition environments using proven CT/CPI
identification, CT/CPI threat vulnerability analysis methodologies and processes supporting
protection/security requirements.

(more)

“We are very proud of the AEgis Technologies team members that support this initiative. Our goal is to
provide a thorough assessment and advise the Government on the best risk mitigation approach suited
for critical technology protection. We are meeting that goal for the IAMD Project Office and will
continue to examine and provide recommendations for alternative protection solutions,” said Alleen
Bray, AEgis Verification, Validation and Accreditation (VV&A) Director.
For more information about the Technology Protection Methodologies and processes used in this
project please visit AEgis Technologies Group www.AEgisTG.com.
About AEgis Technologies Group
AEgis is a privately held small business corporation headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama, that provides
a broad range of products and services. Our capabilities include Modeling & Simulation Development,
training, test support, engineering and analysis hardware design, and nanotechnology manufacturing for
both government and commercial customers within the United States and internationally.
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